Neuroimaging studies have reported increased prefrontal cortex (PFC) activity during temporal context retrieval versus recognition memory. However, it remains unclear if these activations reflect PFC contributions to domain-general executive control processes or domain-specific retrieval processes. To gain a better understanding of the functional roles of these various PFC regions during temporal context retrieval we propose it is necessary to examine PFC activity across tasks from different domains, in which parallel manipulations are included targeting specific cognitive processes. In the current fMRI study, we examined domain-general and domain-specific PFC contributions to temporal context retrieval by increasing stimulus (but maintaining response number) and increasing response number (but maintaining stimulus number) across temporal context memory and ordering control tasks, for faces. The control task required subjects to order faces from youngest to oldest. Our behavioral results indicate that the combination of increased stimulus and response numbers significantly increased task difficulty for temporal context retrieval and ordering tasks. Across domains, increasing stimulus number, while maintaining response numbers, caused greater right lateral premotor cortex (BA 6/8) activity; whereas increasing response number, while maintaining stimulus number, caused greater domain-general left DLPFC (BA 9) and VLPFC (BA 44/45) activity. In addition, we found domain-specific right DLPFC (BA 9) activity only during retrieval events. These results highlight the functional heterogeneity of frontal cortex, and suggest its involvement in temporal context retrieval is related to its role in various cognitive control processes.
Introduction
The prefrontal cortex (PFC) has been shown to be important for remembering the relative temporal order of past personal episodes (temporal context retrieval). Patients with damage to the PFC exhibit disproportionate deficits in temporal order memory and recency memory, but not recognition memory, compared to healthy controls (McAndrews & Milner, 1991; Milner, Corsi, & Leonard, 1991; Milner, McAndrews, & Leonard, 1990 ). Functional neuroimaging studies of healthy adults also indicate that the PFC is related to temporal context retrieval. For example, in one functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study, * Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 514 761 6131x2836; fax: +1 514 762 3020.
E-mail address: natasha.rajah@douglas.mcgill.ca (M.N. Rajah). Suzuki et al. (2002) measured brain activity during recognition, between-list recency and within-list recency tasks for pictorial stimuli. It was found that both recency memory tasks engaged bilateral ventrolateral and dorsolateral PFC regions to a greater degree than the recognition memory task. Konishi et al. (2002) used fMRI to examine temporal order memory retrieval by varying the temporal distance between the two words presented during a recency trial. An increased demand on temporal order recollection (smaller temporal distance) during recency judgments was related to increased activity in bilateral dorsolateral PFC (DLPFC), bilateral medial PFC and left ventrolateral PFC (VLPFC). Therefore, neuroimaging studies have found various regions of PFC to be more active during temporal context retrieval, relative to recognition.
However, functional neuroimaging studies have also reported a distributed pattern of PFC activity during the performance of 
